ILLUSIONS

OF REALITY
By Lunny Webb

little over threeweeksagoI attendedthe SIGGRAPH
conferencein Los Angeles.For almost a week I wanderedthrough the exhibition floor viewing sometimesextraordinary new technologywith a feeling of awe. I rememberedmy
last SIGGRAPH of five yearsago,and I was overwhelmedwith
the incredible changesthat had taken place in that short time.
My excitement,however,camewith a heavy doseof apprehension as I was also constantlyconfrontedwith the reality of how
little I know. I was reminded of walking the midway of my
county fair as a child. Gaping at the colorful and exotic entrancesto “Egyptian Ella, lady of a thousandveils” or “ The
Alligator Man, raisedby alligators from birth” I can still hear
my mother say, ” Don’t look in there; you don’t want to see
that.”But now that I have the dubioustitle of “adult,” I am free
to go in every booth. I retired every evening that week with the
feeling that my harddrive was full and with the hauntingsuspicion that my mother was probably right.
Recently, at the University of Georgia, we conducted a
nationalsearchfor a Full time position in “ComputerArt.” In a
connectedfaculty meeting,a seniorpainting professoraskedif
I could define this new area.I cannotor perhapswill not, for if
we define computer art, it becomeslimited by its definition,
and the potential of this new tool is virtually limitless. For some
traditionalist, however,“Computer Art “ is an oxymoron. For
othersthe computeris one of the most exciting creativetools to
ever come along. For me, the computer’spower can be both a
seductressthat leads me into kinky aberrationsof my normal
artistic direction, or a forthright facilitator in achieving images
not otherwisepossible.
I originally took on this new medium not becauseI was
seduced,but becausefor our graphic design students to find
work, they had to know it. In my initial three year pilgrimage
into the new languageof computeracronyms,my imagemaking,
for all public purposes,ceased.I was working, learning, struggling, fighting the computer.I did volumes of weird creations.
Somewerereally quite interesting,but, they all, however,lacked
( ? ). Some were clever, somejust bizarre.None of them, however, had much meaning beyond their flashy technology,and
there lies the rub. This stuff is tedious, sometimespainful, to
learn.But it cando extraordinary,unbelievablethings.It is, therefore, easy to becomeso fascinatedwith your new found wizardry that the “magic” startstelling the wizard what to do.
Much, if not most, of the digital imaging beingdone today
yields resultswhich are obviously createdwith the use of these
remarkablecomputertools. Odd distortions and montageswith
transparentoverlappings or combinations of the computer’s
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version of traditional pen, pencil, and brush tools with photographicsourcesappearto be the mostpredominantresult.Maybe
this is as it should be, exploring and investigating a new medium, pushing to seein what new directions of creativeexpression it can take us.
For me, however, It was not until I quit trying to show off
my new tricks that I started making images I began to have
some respectfor.
It is when the medium overshadowsthe idea that it makes
me uncomfortable with what I seein much of the new computer
generatedimages. Experience,however,does not bring with it
immunity, and even the most reservedof us can be wowed. I
am tremendously excited by much of the computer generated
art being produced today, but I wonder if I like it becauseI am
drawn to the magic of its messageor the “Jeez, how’d they do
that?’

Within this setting, my subjects are almost universally
outdoor images,some urban, mostly rural. Man, or some indication of his existence,frequently appearsto be a necessary,
while not prominent, component.In some instanceshe is obvious, in others subtle,but in the best of situations, he is upstaged
by his surroundings.This demotion of man to a subordinate
statusis the result of a personal prejudice. I often perceive an
essencein things around me that is so apparent it becomesa
tangible entity in itself. An old house, familiar place, or summer breezecan have a distinct presence.I relate to this presence
at least passivelyif not actively. A favorite old chair becomesa
friend, and the rich scent of an oak fire consoling. I am easily
humbled by the power of a summer storm but at the sametime
feel an odd reassurancein its omnipotent show of force. There
is a timelessquality about these things. We find solace in sunsetsand oceanviews perhapsbecause they are always different
but always there. They are the constant; we are the transient
element.It is this relationship betweentemporal and continual
that I find intriguing.

I attendedan opening recently of a collection of engravings by the remarkableJohn Taylor Arms. I am attractedto his
work becauseof his sensitivity to subtle lighting relationships
and unusual lighting situations. I revere his work with a sense
of awe for his incredible, almostinhuman,craft and detail.Arms
felt “art” had two elements:the spiritual and the technical skill.
He believed the spiritual content was by far the most important.
He also felt, however, that the mastery of one’s medium and
perfection of technique was what allowed the spiritual idea to
achieve greatness.

The most important factor in determining the successof
my work, however, would be in its ability to re-createthe essenceor mood of a particular setting. To this end, I have found
the use of light to be my most valuable tool. I have always had
a fascination, if not an obsession,with light and how it affects
the spirit of a subject.Our perception of a subject is determined
by its lighting, and yet we frequently are not aware of this ever
presentbut subtle force. The essenceof any subject can change
poetically, dramatically,or mystically dependingon the quality
of light. Strong sunlight can have an oppressive,suffocatingly
While far from a master of my medium, I too strive to still heat or be viewed as a wash of bright purifying light. The
create work that has as its essencea spiritual quality. So I will rapidly changing light of a late afternoon summer storm often
prefacemy discussionof my computertrickery with my artistic createsa simultaneouscontrast of colors and moods, for exdirection.
ample, splendor and gloom. The mystery of a silver moon can
cast a quiet peaceor createa crisp tension.A specialmagic can
In general my images seek tp re-createmore of the spirit be felt during a dawn or dusk full of transientlight. During these
of a place or occurrence than the actual place or occurrence times there is a mixture of calm and constant slow changelike
itself. They are documentaryin their attempt to recorda posture the movementof the hand on a clock. You can’t seeit move, but
rapidly vanishingfrom the SouthernAmerican experience.They every minute is new. The use of unique lighting then becomes
are editorial in that they are a reality greatly temperedby senti- the primary tool I useto createthe specific mood, or the characment.
ter, of a subject or place.
While my Southernchildhood of the fifties leavesno illusions of this turbulent period of transition, I am never-the-less
indebted to a heritagegenerouswith colorful dustomsand genteel tradition. For me, things Southernare based,in large part,
on a devout respect and reverencefor the land, a love of life,
and a conftrmed necessityfor time to reflect. Thesequiet times
for reflection and genteel relationships are perhapsby themselves inconsequential,but they create in unison what I feel is
at the heart of Southernconscience.My imagesareborn of these
things, not so much from a senseof nostalgia, as from an attempt to record this disappearingsentiment once native to the
soulh.

This characterof a particularsetting,however,is often times
very subtle. For this feeling, or unique quality, to be apparent,I
must focus on its “essence”by deleting or adding information.
In most instances,it is what I take away, more than what I add,
that improves the image.The images,then, are not just attempts
to faithfully recordreality in the form of a photograph.They try
to portray, in a photographicmedium, an image which in reality
never existed, but, through numerous manipulations, more
clearly conveys the mood or characterthat attractedmy attention to the subject initially.
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There is an inherent quality of truth, or reality, a photograph has that a drawing or painting, regardlesshow tightly
renderedit is, never has. People wiI1 acceptalmost anything as
reality if it is a photograph, becausethey believe that “photographs don’t lie.” My approach,therefore, is for the computer
to be mostly transparentor invisible. I try to create illusions
that stay just inside the edge of this photographictruth, images
difficult or impossible for film to record, or creationsof what
would result from a photographically utopian world where everything is where you want it and the lighting is always just
right. My images were never real, but hopefully still contain
enough of a photographic essencethat the viewer will readily
acceptthem as believable.
Q Lanny Webb 1995
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Athens, GA 30602
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